IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AND WORKFLOW WITH FIELD CREWS.

PRODUCTIVITY AND UTILIZATION
Ease and streamline communication with field teams by providing Field Work Order information accessible via tablets and mobile devices.

AUTOMATE FIELD WORKFLOW
Quickly, easily, and accurately schedule and track time for billing or costing.

AUTOMATE EXPENSE RECOVERY
Simplify and accelerate invoice preparation through automated assignment of project expenses.

FLEXIBLE UNIT BILLING
Easily accommodate unit billing with flexibility to configure a broad spectrum of capabilities specific to any field team.

SIMPLIFIED COST RECOVERY
Reduce missed billing items and improve cost recovery and accurate client billing for equipment and tools used in the field.
Field Services Suite

Automate workflow and stop employee burnout with software that improves accuracy and effectiveness.

“Now our field crews enter time directly into the EleVia mobile app. It simplifies everything and eliminates the need for us to handle the same information two or three times. It has dramatically cut down the amount of time I spend on this task—about 80 percent.”

–Gary Kraus, Principal, Hunsaker & Associates
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